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a b s t r a c t
Energy efﬁciency is one of the most important concerns in wireless networks because wireless clients usually have limited battery power. The aim of this work is to reduce energy
consumption by exploiting multi-rate diversity in 802.11 wireless networks. An important
observation is that ‘‘probabilistic rate combination” in transmission can signiﬁcantly
reduce power consumption. We formulate the energy efﬁcient rate combination as a
non-convex optimization problem. A non-cooperative rate adaptation scheme is presented
to reduce power consumption without information exchange. Each node selects rate combination strategy and computes its transmission probability based on the weighted average
interface queue length. Due to the well-known ‘‘rate anomaly” problem, selﬁsh nodes may
choose to transmit at a lower rate free ride from the other nodes. To mitigate this problem,
we propose a joint consecutive packet transmission (CPT) and contention window adaptation mechanism (CWA). We prove the stability of our proposed algorithm, and to the best
of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst control theoretical analysis on 802.11 ‘‘multi-rate” wireless networks. Simulation results show that the probabilistic rate combination can greatly
save battery power, even up to 700% times compared with standard 802.11a/h protocol.
Crown Copyright Ó 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Reducing power consumption is one of the most important issues in wireless networks because prevalent wireless devices, such as handhelds and laptops, still suffer
from limited battery capacity. Despite the energy expenditure in the basic operations, communication components
like network interface cards consume a lot of battery energy. If one can reduce power consumption of packet transmission, the lifetime of wireless nodes can be extended.
In the past few years, number of methods have been
proposed to improve the energy efﬁciency of 802.11 wireless networks. These methods can be roughly grouped into
ﬁve classes by adjusting: (1) sleep/awake modes; (2) transmission power; (3) physical layer data rate; (4) random ac* Corresponding author. Tel.: +852 2609 8442; fax: +852 2603 5024.
E-mail addresses: ydxu@cse.cuhk.edu.hk (Y. Xu), cslui@cse.cuhk.edu.hk (J.C.S. Lui), dmchiu@ie.cuhk.edu.hk (D.-M. Chiu).

cess mechanism, and (5) routing. The 802.11 has a power
saving mode to reduce power consumption, in which a
wireless interface can enter the sleep mode, periodically
wakes up to receive packets from a neighbor that may have
backlogged packets for the sleeping node. However, the
switching mechanism of sleep/awake modes cannot reduce the energy during packet transmission. An alternative
way to conserve energy is to apply power control [1–4]. A
wireless node is allowed to transmit using the minimum
power level that can sustain successful transmissions.
The advent of 802.11a/b/g/h multi-rate standards imposes
new challenges on the power saving mechanisms. Miser
[4], an intelligent power control algorithm, computes an
optimal rate-power combination table for 802.11a/h in
an ofﬂine manner, and then at runtime, a wireless station
determines the most energy efﬁcient transmission strategy
for each data frame via table lookup. Authors in [5] present
a heuristic, cooperative rate adaptation algorithm to save
power for a given trafﬁc demand in multi-hop ad hoc net-
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works. In this paper, we address the energy conservation
problem in 802.11 multi-rate wireless networks. Distinguished from previous work (e.g. [5,4]), we present a distributed algorithm that does not need information
exchange and is immunized from consequent information
cheating.
The contributions of our work are as follows. First, we
investigate the impact of ‘‘probabilistic” transmission rate
strategy on energy consumption in 802.11a/h wireless networks, which has not been studied so far. We have three
important observations for the 802.11a/h devices: (1)
transmitting at a lower physical data rate does not necessary consume less energy than that of a higher data rate;
(2) probabilistic rate combination can remarkably reduce
energy consumption; (3) in a CSMA/CA wireless network
that contains multiple energy-centric selﬁsh nodes, those
with smaller trafﬁc loads might have no incentive to increase their data rates. This is the consequence of the famous ‘‘rate anomaly” [8] problem.
Based on these observations, we identify the energy
efﬁcient rate combination strategy that can support a given
trafﬁc workload and at the same time, achieve energy efﬁciency. Second, we model the physical data rate combination among competing nodes as a non-convex
optimization problem. A joint consecutive packet transmission (CPT) and contention window adaptation (CWA)
method is introduced to encourage wireless nodes to support the trafﬁc demand by increasing their physical data
rates. Third, we propose a non-cooperative rate adaptation
scheme to reduce energy consumption and balance it
among all active nodes. The dynamics of interface queue
length serves to judge whether the trafﬁc demand is satisﬁed or not. A proportional controller plus low-pass ﬁlter is
used to control the transmission probability of using the
high data rate in its strategy set. Last, we prove the stability
of this non-cooperative method. Simulation results show
that the proposed algorithm can remarkably reduce energy
expenditure in 802.11a/h wireless networks.
The paper is organized as follows. The relationships
among transmission powers, data rates and energy consumption are revealed in Section 2. We formulate the
mathematical model of rate adaptation schemes and analyze their properties in Section 3. We propose a non-cooperative combination algorithm to improve energy
efﬁciency in Section 4. In Section 5, we present NS2 simulations for a variety of network scenarios. Related work is
presented in 6. Section 7 concludes.

2. Revealing the relationship among energy, power and
data rate
2.1. Motivation
IEEE 802.11 a/h standards provide eight physical data
rates which require different minimum levels of signal
qualities. A lower data rate demands smaller SNR threshold than that of a higher data rate, therefore, it may seem
that it is more energy efﬁcient to transmit a data frame
using lower data rates. Due to limited modulation schemes
in IEEE 802.11a/h, wireless nodes usually have to transmit

at a higher data rate than their given trafﬁc demands. The
energy consumption problem will be more severe when
one considers channel fading or interference from concurrent transmissions. In this section, we ﬁrst reveal the relationship between energy consumption and rate selection
for a single ﬂow in a wireless network. An interesting ﬁnding is that probabilistic transmission with different rates
can satisfy the trafﬁc demand and at the same time, reduce
power consumption. Within the available data rates of
802.11a/h standards, we can identify the optimal rate combination for any feasible trafﬁc demand.
2.2. Deriving transmission power
The 802.11a/h adopts orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) mechanism at the 5 GHz U-NII band
and provides only eight data rates with different modulation schemes and coding rates. As shown in Table 1
[13,6], to transmit at a given data rate, the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) has to exceed a given threshold.
Using Shannon formula, the achievable channel rate Cc
under additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel can
be expressed by

Cc ¼ Wlog2 ð1 þ SNRÞ;

ð1Þ

where W is the channel bandwidth in Hertz. Current commercial 802.11 products have limited adaptive coding and
modulation schemes and merely support the above eight
rate levels.
Denote k to be the speed of light and f to be the center
frequency of wireless spectrum. Based on the power propagation model, the path loss at a receiver which is d meters
away from the reference distance d0 (i.e. 1 m in a general
environment) of the transmitter is

Pirx ¼ Pitx 



k
4pfd0

2  h
d0

;
d

ð2Þ

where P itx and Pirx are transmission powers at the transmitter and the signal strength at the receiver when the ith data
as the minimum SNR
rate is used. We denote SNRth
i
requirement for the ith data rate (e.g. SNRth
1 ðdBÞ ¼ 6:02 dB
in Table 1), h is the path loss exponent and the value has
2 6 h 6 5. Let P N denote the power of additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN). The minimum transmission
power to support rate r i is given by

Pitx P PN  d  SNRth
i 
h


2
4pf
:
k

ð3Þ

Table 1
For BERs less than or equal to 105 , the minimum SNR required to support
the corresponding data rate.
Rate Level

Rates (Mbps)

SNR (dB)

Modulation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

6
9
12
18
24
36
48
54

6.02
7.78
9.03
10.79
17.04
18.80
24.05
24.56

BPSK
BPSK
QPSK
QPSK
16-QAM
16-QAM
64-QAM
64-QAM
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receiving powers are small compared with the transmission power, especially when wireless nodes transmit using
high data rates. Second, the idle power can be saved by
switching to sleep mode. The receiving energy is always
ﬁxed for a node, and is unimportant when the receiver is
an AP with energy supply. Third, we separate transmission-energy reduction method from many other existing
schemes so as to highlight our motivation. Denote Ptx;o to
be the transmission power of the rate-independent over tx to be the average power of data frames, the
head and P
average energy consumption E is represented by
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ndata ð‘; r i ; Ptx Þ ¼ T data ð‘; ri Þ  Ptx ;

Fig. 1. Power-rate curve.

Because 802.11a/h signal strengths have a very wide dynamic range, SNRs are usually expressed in the logarithmic
decibel scale. By deﬁnition, SNR is 10 times the logarithm
of the power ratio. Then, the minimum transmission power
can be expressed using the following alternative forms:


2
th
1
4p f
h
Pitx P PN  d  1010SNRi ðdBÞ 
k

ð4Þ

or

Pitx ðdBÞ P PN ðdBÞ þ SNRth
i ðdBÞ þ 10log10 d þ 20log10


4pf
:
k

ð5Þ


ð6Þ

where Ao and Ap are the normalized airtime of overheads
and data packets, respectively. The energy consumption
of one data packet ndata can be computed by

2

The constant term 4pk f , is denoted to be PLðd0 Þ where d0
is 1 m, and is used only in the computation of energy
consumption.
According to the SNR thresholds of available 802.11a/h
PHY rates in Table 1, we exhibit the relationship between
transmission powers and data rates. One can see in Fig. 1
that a higher data rate requires a higher power level to sustain the successful decoding in the receiver. The minimum
transmission powers of those rates with the same modulation scheme are not so far from each other, while the differences of required power levels among various
modulation schemes are quite distinct.
2.3. Deriving energy consumption
We denote the average power consumption of a node as
E, which is the average energy used per-second. E is composed of energy consumption in both transmit mode and
idle mode. Authors in [7] ﬁnd that the idle mode spends
comparable energy to the receive mode. The purpose of
this paper is to reduce energy consumption in the transmit
mode by choosing some lower rates for the given trafﬁc
loads. Lower transmit rates further cut down the idle time
of wireless clients, reducing the energy consumption in the
idle mode. In this work, we only consider the energy consumption for transmission events. Our simpliﬁcation is
justiﬁed due to three major reasons. First, the idle and

ð7Þ

where P tx can be computed via Eq. (3) or (4), ‘ is the payload size, and T data ð‘; ri Þ is the data transmission duration
which is given by

T data ð‘; ri Þ ¼ ‘=r i :

ð8Þ

The energy consumed in sending an ACK frame is

nack ¼ T ack ðr 0i Þ  Pack
tx ;

ð9Þ
r 0i ,

where the PHY rate used for the ACK transmission,
is
chosen to be the highest one in the BSS basic rate set that
is less than or equal to the rate of the data frame. In this
work, the PHY/MAC overheads are transmitted using
6 Mbps in the BSS uniformity. The transmission power of
PHY/MAC overheads is 3 dB higher than the required level
so as to let the overhead packets be received with very
small bit error rate. The above equations will be used to
calculate the total power expenditure throughout our paper. The airtime and power of PHY/MAC overheads are
constants when transmitting a whole MAC frame, their
power consumptions are ﬁxed in every transmission, no
matter what data rate is used for data payloads. For a given
trafﬁc demand, the total number of transmission is almost
ﬁxed, resulting the ﬁxed overhead airtime and the ﬁxed

6
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overhead energy expenditure in a unit time (e.g. 1 s).
Therefore, in the analysis we only consider energy of data
packets, the unspeciﬁed part of energy in a transmission.
Nevertheless, the energy consumptions of payloads and
whole frames are considered separately in the performance evaluation.
It is important to note that a higher data rate only needs
a smaller airtime than that of a lower data rate when transmitting a data frame, therefore, a higher data rate does not
necessarily consume more energy than a lower one. To
illustrate, the eight points in Fig. 2 represent the power
consumptions of transmitting a data frame at each rate level and some of them have ‘‘comparable” energy expenditures.1 It is very likely to waste a lot of energy to support a
trafﬁc load without rate adaptation. For example, when the
trafﬁc demand is 18.5 Mbps and the transmitter has to select
the data rate at 24 Mbps so as to satisfy the demand, but at
this data rate, the wireless node consumes more energy than
necessary. Obviously, a combination of both low and high
data rates can effectively reduce energy consumption.
We introduce a novel probabilistic transmission scheme
to save energy for wireless nodes. One interesting ﬁnding
is that a higher data rate does not necessarily consume
more power than that of a lower one. For example, Fig. 2
illustrates that data rates {6,9,12,18} Mbps have similar
energy consumption. Base on this ﬁnding, the selection of
transmission rates is not arbitrary, but has an optimal
close-form solution. Consider that 802.11 MAC uses a higher rate rj to transmit a frame with probability cð0 6 c 6 1Þ,
and uses a lower rate ri with probability 1  c, the average
data rate x can be expressed as

x¼

‘
‘
ri rj
¼
:
¼
T data ð‘; ri ; r j Þ ð1  cÞ r‘i þ c r‘j cr i þ ð1  cÞrj

¼

‘
T data ð‘; ri ; r j ; r k Þ

¼

ð11Þ

‘
ð1  cj  ck Þ r‘ þ cj r‘ þ ck r‘
i

j

k

ri rj rk
:
ð1  cj  ck Þr j r k þ cj r i r k þ ck r i rj

ð12Þ

Given the transmission probabilities of different data rates,
the average power consumption of a packet is expressed
as:

1

The constant term PLðd0 Þ is not advent in the Y-axis of Fig. 2.

ð13Þ

Similarly, one can combine more than three data rates together to reduce energy consumption.
However, to utilize the probabilistic rate combination
technique, one has to face the following three challenges.
First, a natural question is how to choose data rates for
probabilistic combination. The 802.11 MAC has eight rate
levels so that there are 247 kind of combination strategies in total. A node needs to choose a limited number
of rate combination strategy among them. Second, the
network capacity is greatly reduced if we naively apply
probabilistic rate combination. This subtlety is due to
the ‘‘rate anomaly” problem [8] in 802.11 since two saturated nodes almost have the equal throughput if their
frame sizes are approximately the same, even though
their data rates are different. The reason lies in that the
802.11 CSMA MAC guarantees the equal long-term channel access probabilities, instead of the airtime shares for
all the competing nodes. For example, if there are two
saturated nodes and one node transmits at 6 Mbps and
the other node transmits at 54 Mbps, then the total system throughput is approximately upper bounded by
12 Mbps, which is lower than the network capacity.
Third, nodes with smaller trafﬁc demands may have no
incentive to increase their data rates because they can
free ride from the rate increase of those nodes with high
trafﬁc demands. We will address these problems in Section 3.
2.4. Energy efﬁcient rate combination

In Fig. 2, the curves between two rates represent the relationship between power consumption and average data
rate when c increases from 0 to 1. They serve as examples
to illustrate how probabilistic rate combination can satisfy
the trafﬁc load and save energy at the same time. We next
combine three rates, r i , r j and rk together where there has
r i < rj < rk . The probability of using rj is cj and that of using
r k is ck . Then, the average data rate x is represented by

x¼

þ ck ndata ðr k Þ:

ð10Þ

The corresponding power consumption of this probabilistic
data transmission fr i ; rj g can be calculated by

ndata ðr i ; rj ; cÞ ¼ ð1  cÞndata ðr i Þ þ cndata ðr j Þ:

ndata ðr i ; rj ; r k ; cj ; ck Þ ¼ ð1  cj  ck Þndata ðr i Þ þ cj ndata ðr j Þ

After identifying the energy efﬁciency problem, we
need to ﬁnd an optimal rate combination to support a given trafﬁc demand. Here, we regard that the wireless node
can select any level in the available rate set of 802.11a/h
standards (as illustrated in Table 1). The difference between the minimum power consumption to transmit a
data frame among the rate set f6; 9; 12; 18g Mbps is very
small, and the minimum power consumption of 54 Mbps
data rate is comparable to that of 48 Mbps. Similar phenomenon also happens when using 24 Mbps and 36 Mbps
to transmit a data frame. The power consumption in transmitting a data frame can be computed using Eqs. (4), (7)
and (8). In summary, we use the following values without
considering the constant term PLðd0 Þ : ndata ðr 1 Þ :¼
h
h
100:602 =6  ‘PN d :¼ 0:666  ‘P N d :¼ ndata ðr 2 Þ :¼ ndata ðr3 Þ :¼
h
1:704
=24  ‘PN d :¼ ndata ðr 6 Þ :¼ 2:107
ndata ðr4 Þ; ndata ðr 5 Þ :¼ 10
h
h
2:405
=48  ‘P N d :¼ ndata ðr8 Þ :¼ 5:293
‘P N d ; ndata ðr 7 Þ :¼ 10
h
‘P N d .
In order to improve energy efﬁciency and meet the trafﬁc demand, we need to consider two issues. First, how to
select data rates from the available rate set? Second, how
to decide the transmission probabilities of different rates?
A hybrid rate scheme that contains only two data rates is
more appropriate because it introduces only one parameter: c. Meantime, two data rates are enough to achieve
optimal energy consumption if they are chosen properly.
Based on the energy-rate relationship, we have the following proposition.
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Proposition 1. Given a transmitting node with feasible
trafﬁc demand C Mbps under an AWGN wireless channel,
we have

ndata ðr 4 ; r 6 ; r 8 ; cC ; cD Þ  ndata ðr 4 ; r 6 ; cA Þ
¼ ðcC  cA Þðndata ðr 6 Þ  ndata ðr4 ÞÞ þ ðndata ðr 8 Þ  ndata ðr 4 ÞÞcD
4cD
ðndata ðr 6 Þ  ndata ðr 4 ÞÞ þ ðndata ðr 8 Þ  ndata ðr 4 ÞÞcD
3
 2:71cD  ‘PN Rh > 0;
¼

(1) If the trafﬁc demand is not larger than 18 Mbps, any
combination of the rate set {6,9,12,18} Mbps can
achieve the minimum power consumption.
(2) If the trafﬁc demand is within the range {18,36} Mbps,
the rate combination of {18, 36} Mbps is optimal for
energy efﬁciency.
(3) If the trafﬁc demand is within the range f36; 54g Mbps,
the rate combination of {36, 54} Mbps is optimal for
energy efﬁciency.

Proof. Because the item (1) is too simple and item (3) is
very close to item (2), we only prove the item (2) in this
work.
Assume the trafﬁc demand C is within the range {18M,
24M}, there are three rate combination schemes (a): {18M,
24M}, (b): {18M, 36M} and (c): {18M, 36M, 54M}. The
probabilities of using higher rate are denoted to be cA and
cB in scheme (a) and (b), respectively. In the scheme (c), we
denote the probabilities of using 36M and 54M to be cC and
cD , respectively. To begin with, we prove the claim that
{18M,36M} is the best hybrid transmission scheme if at
most two data rates are allowed to combine. According to
Eq. (10), there has

cA ¼

2C  36
;
C

cB ¼

4C  72
:
C

And the energy consumption can be calculated by

ndata ðr 4 ; r 6 ; cA Þ ¼ ð1  cA Þndata ðr 4 Þ þ cA ndata ðr 6 Þ;
ndata ðr 4 ; r 5 ; cB Þ ¼ ð1  cB Þndata ðr 4 Þ þ cB ndata ðr5 Þ:
Therefore, it is easy to show

ndata ðr 4 ; r 5 ; cB Þ  ndata ðr 4 ; r6 ; cA Þ
¼

2:8816C  51:8868
 ‘PN Rh P 0:
C

The above expression is always non-negative for any C satisfying 18M 6 C 6 36M and the sign of equality holds only
when the trafﬁc demand C is 18 Mbps. Step by step, we can
ﬁnally prove item (2) for any strategy that at most two
data rates are allowed to combine. Next, we show that
the strategy {18,36} Mbps is better than any one that has
at least three rates. Taking scheme (c) as an example, the
following equations hold for cC and cD

C¼

108
6C  4cD C  108
or cC ¼
:
6  3cC  4cD
3C

The corresponding energy consumption of a data packet is
expressed as

ndata ðr 4 ; r 6 ; r 8 ; cC ; cD Þ ¼ ð1  cC  cD Þndata ðr 4 Þ þ cC ndata ðr6 Þ
þ cD ndata ðr 8 Þ:
The difference of energy expenditure between scheme (a)
and (c) is

as long as cD is greater than 0. Clearly, one can see that
scheme (a) is better than scheme (c). Using the similar
method, we can easily prove the superiority of scheme
(a) over other rate combination strategies.
In summary, there are two efﬁcient rate strategies to reduce energy consumption in a wireless channel with free
path power loss. According to the given trafﬁc demand, a
node can choose rates from the set {18, 36} Mbps and
{36, 54} Mbps. Note that in some practical 802.11 devices,
the SNR thresholds might not exactly follow the values in
Table 1. Under this situation, the optimal rate combination
might not always be achieved by a strategy with two or
three rates. But with the above method, one can always
ﬁnd an efﬁcient strategy to satisfy the trafﬁc demand and
reduce energy consumption simultaneously.
2.5. The impact of PHY/MAC overheads and binary backoff
The transmission of PHY overheads is payload-rate
independent. In other words, the 802.11a/h device uses
the basic rate (i.e. 6 Mbps) to transmit the PLCP Preamble
and the PLCP header. The characteristics of the 802.11a/h
PHY/MAC are listed in Table 2.
The PHY/MAC overheads are transmitted using the basic
rate, but with the maximum power in the default setting.
We denote nov erhead to be the energy consumption of overheads of a node in each transmission. The PHY/MAC overheads of different wireless nodes are also different. The
overheads in the transmitter include the MAC frame head
and the corresponding PLCP preamble as well as the PLCP
header. The overheads of the receiver contain the ACK
frame, the PLCP preamble and the PLCP header. Since the
transmission of overheads usually occupies 20–40% or
more of airtime, their energy consumptions could be very
high when the overhead power is large. Later on, we experimentally show that the high overhead transmission power
leads to remarkable energy waste. Hence, to improve energy efﬁciency, we recommend to choose large payload size
and the small transmission power for PHY/MAC overheads.
RTS/CTS is designed to ameliorate the hidden terminal
problems. In order to silence all the hidden terminals, the
RTS/CTS should be transmitted at the 6 Mbps using the
Table 2
The 802.11a PHY/MAC characteristics.
Characteristics

Value

Annotation

SlotTime
SIFSTime
DIFSTime
CW min
CW max
PLCPPreamble
PLCP–SIG
OFDM symbol

9 ls
16 ls
34 ls
15
1023
16 ls
4 ls
4 ls

Slot time
SIFS time
DIFS = SIFS + 2  Slot
Minimum contention window
Maximum contention window
PLCP preamble duration
PLCP signal duration
OFDM symbol interval
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maximum transmission power. Thus, the energy consumptions of RTS/CTS frames are even greater than those of
DATA/ACK frames, and is disabled in WLANs and single-cell
ad hoc networks. Under 802.11 DCF scheme, the initial contention window (CW) size determines the occupied airtime
of a wireless node in the presence of competing nodes. The
average transmit rate of a node is expressed by the trafﬁc
load over its airtime. Thus, the initial contention window
size indirectly determines the energy consumption of a
node when transmitting the given trafﬁc load.
2.6. Rate combination and power control in a fading channel
From the above analysis, we derive the optimal rate
combination for a single ﬂow in an ideal AWGN wireless
channel. For example, the rate strategy {36M, 54M} is more
energy efﬁcient than {36M, 48M} when the trafﬁc demand
n
o
36
48
M;
M
. However,
is within the range ‘þ36e6ðT
‘þ48e6ðT
þT
Þ
þT
Þ
o
o
b
b
path loss, channel fading and interference cause variations
in the received signal strength in mobile ad hoc networks.
Such variations result in the variations in the BER (bit error
rate), which might cause considerable transmission failures. Thus, a natural question is that whether we need to
increase the transmission power or adjust the rate combination strategy in the presence of channel fading. Various
rate adaptation schemes, such as [14,16,18,15,17], have
been introduced to reduce the frame loss due to channel
fading or interference in the past several years. These rate
adaptation schemes are all focused on the throughput
enhancement and based on the vital premise of ﬁxed
transmission power for all data rates. But in our rate combination scheme, the transmission powers of different
rates are quite different. So, we can apply power control
for each rate level based on infrequent channel feedback
until the maximum power is reached.
Denote the noise level at the receiver to be P N and the
transmission power levels for each rate to be
P tx;i ; ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 8Þ at the transmitter under AWGN channel. The minimum received signal strength for each rate level can be represented by P rx;i ; ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 8Þ. Due to the
channel fading, the free path loss model in Eq. (2) is no longer applicable. Furthermore, a wireless node is also blind to
the fading models (e.g. Rician, Raleigh or Nakagami fadings).
Hence, the frame loss ratio is the only feasible method to
evaluate channel fading. Thanks for the existing power control methods such as [1,3,2,4], we can balance the frame loss
ratio and energy consumption for an explicit data rate in a
single-cell wireless network. This is to say, one can ﬁnd a
new set of transmission power P ftx;i ; ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 8Þ in a fading channel to optimize the energy consumption. Under the
proper transmission power control (TPC), the stationary
(average) frame loss ratio for each rate can be denoted to
be dfi ; ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 8Þ. we calculate the effective data rate
of the ith rate level r fi and its power consumption for one
successful full frame nfframe ðri ; dfi Þ by

r fi ¼ ð1  dfi Þ  r i ;





nov erhead þ ndata ri ; P ftx;i
:
nfframe r i ; dfi ¼
1  dfi

ð14Þ
ð15Þ

Our analysis shows that the blue points in Fig. 2 move
northwestwards when the stationary frame loss ratios increase along with more and more serious fading. When
the largest rate level (i.e. 54 Mbps) cannot be sustained
even using the maximum transmission power Pmax
tx , the rate
combination {36, 54} Mbps is not energy efﬁcient. Therefore, the MAC layer should switch the strategy from {36,
54} Mbps to {36, 48} Mbps and label the invalidity of the
data rate 54 Mbps. The basic idea of this strategy switching
is similar to the simple robust rate adaptation algorithm
(RRAA) in [15], but we eliminate the inefﬁcient nash equilibria of the original RRAA through consecutive packet
transmission and contention window control schemes that
will be investigated in the next section.

3. Mathematical model for rate combination
In this section, we present the mathematical model as
well as theoretical properties of the rate adaptation problems for multiple competing nodes.
3.1. Mathematical model
Consider a single-cell wireless network that contains N
independent transmission pairs. The trafﬁc demands are described by C n (in unit of bps), for n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N. The data rate
of node n is denoted to be xn . Denote T o and T b to be the overhead airtime and the average backoff time of a MAC frame,
respectively. Assume that the network capacity can sustain
the trafﬁc demands, the system-wide objective function is
to minimize the aggregate energy consumption, that is

minimize

N
X

Cn  n
 ndata ðxn Þ þ nnov erhead ;
‘
n¼1

subjectto

N
N
X
X
Cn
Cn
6 1  ðT o þ T b Þ 
;
x
‘
n
n¼1
n¼1

xn 2 f6; 9; 12; . . . ; 54g;

8n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N;

ð16Þ

where nndata ðxn Þ is the energy consumption per-frame with
rate xn ; C n =‘ and C n =xn are the number of frames per-second and the channel utilization for the nth transmitting
node. Since the probabilistic rate combination is not used,
the data rate xn can only be chosen from the set
{6,9,12,. . .,54} Mbps. To ﬁnd the optimal transmission rates
for different nodes, one will have to use exhaustive search
method which is of high computational complexity.
Another difﬁculty originates from the challenges of
practical implementation. To enable the centralized search,
every transmitting node needs the following knowledge of
other nodes: average backoff window, trafﬁc rate, frame
length as well as collision loss. This centralized method
also needs frequent information exchanges such as needed
airtime and energy expenditure, which might not be scalable for ad hoc mode. Furthermore, information exchange
incurs a serious security problem that malfunctions the rate
selection procedure. More speciﬁcally, a malicious node reports forged energy expenditures to the AP or to other
nodes so as to require low data rate to save the real energy
expenditure. Aiming at these challenges, we propose to re-
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Table 3
Comparison for CPT, CWA and CPT/CWA.
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Fig. 3. Converge to an inefﬁcient point.

duce energy consumption by using heuristic probabilistic
rate combination in a distributed way. However, a naive
application of probabilistic rate combination leads to selfish behavior in the presence of competing users in a cell.
For the purpose of saving energy, wireless nodes intend
to choose some low rates, which makes the network saturated even when their trafﬁc loads are not high. Due to the
‘‘rate anomaly” problem of saturated users, those with
small trafﬁc loads have no incentive to increase their average data rates. We illustrate this selﬁshness via a case
study of two competing links in the following subsection.
3.2. Case studies of two source-destination pairs
The 802.11 medium access method may cause serious
performance problems if it works together with probabilistic rate combination. On one hand, nodes transmit at lower
rates may decrease the network capacity. Also, nodes with
smaller trafﬁc demands have no incentive to increase their
data rates. Let us illustrate the problem through a case
study with two transmission pairs without considering
PHY/MAC overheads. Let the trafﬁc loads of these two
ﬂows to be C 1 and C 2 where C 1 < C 2 and
18 6 C 1 þ C 2 6 54. Suppose that each transmitting node
adjusts its average rate so as to meet its trafﬁc demand.
The worst case is that one of the trafﬁc demand cannot
be transmitted due to the ‘‘rate anomaly” problem. Now
let us look at the selﬁsh behavior when both trafﬁc demands can be satisﬁed. The curve in Fig. 3 represents the
trajectory Cx1 þ Cy2 ¼ 1 where x and y are the average data
rates of node 1 and node 2. The physical meaning of this
equation is that a rate strategy along this curve can transmit the given demands and fully utilize the channel at the
same time. A point ðxE ; yE Þ above the curve means that the
channel is not fully utilized. Correspondingly, a point
ðxF ; yF Þ cannot satisfy the given trafﬁc demands. Let the initial rate strategy be ðxA ; yA Þ. Because C 1 < C 2 and xA yA , node
1 will choose a smaller rate xB for the purpose of reducing
power consumption. Since their saturated throughput are
the same and C 1 < C 2 , node 2 is more liable to be congested
and has to choose a rate yB . However, the beneﬁt from the

rate increase of node 2 is also shared by node 1, node 1 further reduces its average rate along the curve until the lowest rate that can sustain C 1 . Eventually node 1 and node 2
will choose
the rate strategy ðxD ¼ 18 Mbps;yD ¼

C 2 = 1  C181 Þ. The inefﬁcient rate selection potentially leads
to energy waste in wireless networks, especially when the
links with higher loads have longer hop distances.
3.3. Necessity of consecutive packet transmission (CPT) and
contention window adaptation (CWA)
According to the above analysis, one can see that ‘‘rate
anomaly” is inherent in 802.11 medium access, which
guarantees equal long-term channel access probability, instead of equal airtime share, to all saturated nodes. The
802.11 MAC has two basic methods to address this problem. One is to set different initial contention window sizes
for different data rates, namely contention window adaptation (CWA). The other is to let high data rates transmit
several packets without contention, namely consecutive
packet transmission (CPT). The fundamental principle is
rather simple. The saturated throughput of a transmitting
node is roughly proportional to the number of packets
transmitted consecutively without contention, and inverse
proportional to the initial contention window size, CW min .
By incorporating the virtues of both methods, we present a
joint contention window adaptation (CWA) and consecutive packet transmission (CPT) mechanism. On one hand,
we adopt CPT for data rates higher than 18 Mbps so that
a node is able to transmit several packets back-to-back
when it occupies the channel. On the other hand, we adopt
larger initial contention window (CW) sizes for those rates
lower than 18 Mbps. The parameter comparison of the
pure CPT, pure CWA and joint CPT/CWA are shown in Table
3. In the joint CPT/CWA scheme, the quotient CPT=CW min is
proportional to the data rate. Later on, we will analytically
show that the throughput ratio of any two nodes is proportional to their average data rate ratio when using these
parameters in the CPT/CWA scheme. The fractional consecutive packet transmission such as 4/3 for 24 Mbps
represents that a node transmits two contention-free packets with probability 1=3 and one packet with probability
2=3. Note that CW min is 16 and consecutive packet is 1
for all data rates in the standard DCF scheme. The reasons
of using a joint CPT/CWA scheme instead of a pure CPT or a
pure CWA scheme are as follows.
 If pure CWA scheme is used, the backoff window sizes
are rather large for low data rates. Hence, airtime
resource might be wasted in the countdown state of
contention window when the number of competing
nodes is not large.
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 If pure CPT scheme is adopted, it will induce short-term
throughput unfairness for competing nodes. In some
cases, a node with high data rate might not have enough
packets to transmit, resulting in the waste of airtime
that belongs to this node.
 The joint CPT/CWA scheme has the beneﬁt of fair airtime
assignment and lessens the drawbacks mentioned
above.

3.4. Theoretical analysis
Let us ﬁrst derive the rate-energy curves for rate combination under the CPT/CWA scheme. Note that different initial CW min does not inﬂuence the energy consumption in
each transmission, but the consecutive transmission
scheme is different because a node can transmit several
packets without contention once it grasps the channel. Assume that the current rate combination strategy is fri ; r j g, a
wireless node transmits m consecutive packets using rate
r i , and transmits n packets consecutively in each round
when using rate rj (e.g. m ¼ 1; n ¼ 2 for {18,36} Mbps in
Table 3). Denote c0 to be the probability using rate r j and
the payload size to be ‘, the average payload size in each
transmission is ‘0 ¼ ð1  c0 Þm‘ þ c0 n‘, and the corresponding average transmission time is T data ð‘; r i ; r j ; c0 Þ ¼
0
nc0 ‘
þ ð1cri Þm‘. Then, one can compute the average data rate
rj
and the average power consumption of one frame by:

x¼

‘0
T data ð‘; ri ; r j ; c

ndata ðr i ; rj ; c0 Þ ¼

0Þ

¼

ðmð1  c0 Þ þ nc0 Þr i rj
;
mð1  c0 Þr j þ nc0 r i

nc0 ndata ðr j Þ þ mð1  c0 Þndata ðr i Þ
:
nc0 þ mð1  c0 Þ

ð17Þ
ð18Þ

Comparing the rate combination schemes with and without CPT/CWA, we have the following proposition,
Proposition 2. The energy-rate curves of probabilistic
rate combination with and without CPT/CWA are
equivalent.
Proof. In the probabilistic rate combination without CPT/
CWA, the probability c is a function of the average rate x,
r j ðxr i Þ
. Thus, the average energy consumption
that is, c ¼ xðr
j r i Þ
of a data frame can be expressed by:

ndata ðr i ; rj ; c; xÞ ¼

ri ðrj  xÞndata ðr i Þ þ r j ðx  ri Þndata ðrj Þ
:
xðr j  r i Þ

ð19Þ

Similarly, the probability c0 is also a function of the
average rate x when CPT/CWA is used and
mr j ðxr i Þ
c0 ¼ mrj ðxr
. Replacing c0 in Eq. (18), we have
i Þþnr i ðr j xÞ

ndata ðr i ; rj ; c0 ; xÞ ¼

r i ðr j  xÞndata ðr i Þ þ rj ðx  r i Þndata ðr j Þ
:
xðrj  ri Þ

r

the ratio of rji (e.g. m ¼ 1 for 18 Mbps and n ¼ 2 for 36 Mbps).
Thus, the average data rate in Eq. (17) can be simpliﬁed as,

x ¼ ð1  c0 Þri þ c0 r j :

ð21Þ

Next, we investigate the theoretical throughput of wireless nodes in a single-cell multi-rate wireless network. In order to simplify the analysis, we make the following
assumptions.
(A1) Each node only has one ﬂow. For the case of multiple ﬂows in a single node, we simply regard them as a single big ﬂow.
(A2) The collision probability of a packet transmitted by
each station is constant and independent, regardless of the
number of retransmissions already suffered.
(A3) The trafﬁc demands are large enough to saturate
all competing nodes.
(A4) In DCF with CPT, only the ﬁrst MAC packet data
unit (MPDU) within each CPT burst may collide with
MPDUs from some other stations. Therefore, the CPT burst
packets can be treated as the extended MAC frames after
the successful transmission of the ﬁrst MPDU. Consider a
single-cell wireless network that consists of an access
point, M active nodes with rate strategy fr 4 ¼
18; r 6 ¼ 36g and ðN  MÞ active nodes with rate strategy
fr6 ¼ 36; r 8 ¼ 54g. Their hybrid transmission probabilities
are denoted to be ci , for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; M; . . . ; N.
It has been shown in [9] that, under the decoupling
assumption introduced by Bianchi in [10], the attempt
probability of node i for a given collision probability pi is,
K

Gi ðpi Þ :¼

1 þ pi þ    þ pi i
K

bi;0 þ pi bi;1 þ    þ pi i bi;K

;

ð22Þ

where K i is denoted as the maximum number of MAC retries
of node i and bi;k is the mean backoff slots at the kth attempt
for a frame. Obviously, one can see that the collision probability of node i in a single-cell is independent of the data rates
of any competing node in a slot. Let p be the vector of collision probabilities of each node. The collision probability of
a node is determined by the attempt probabilities of all saturated nodes based on the slotted model and decoupling
Q
assumption [10], that is pi ¼ fi ðb1 ; b2 ; . . . ; bn Þ ¼ 1  Ni¼1;j–i
ð1  bj Þ, where the attempt probability bj ¼ Gj ðpj Þ. Combining the expressions of all N nodes, we obtain the following
multi-dimensional ﬁxed point equations p ¼ f ðGðpÞÞ. Solving the ﬁxed point equations through the method introduced
in [9], we obtain the statistical slotted channel status for each
node in the cell.
Denote the probabilities of successful transmission, collision and idle slot to be ps;i ; pc;i and pd , respectively in a
heterogeneous wireless network, we have
N
Y

ps;i ¼ bi

ð1  bi Þ;

j¼1;j–i

ð20Þ
Hence, Proposition 2 follows:
Remark 1. The analysis in the preceding section shows that
{18, 36} Mbps and {36, 54} Mbps are efﬁcient rate sets for
n
rate combination, and in Table 3, the CPT ratio m
is exactly

pd ¼

N
Y

ð1  bi Þ;

i¼1

pc;i ¼ 1 

N
X

ps;j  pd :

j¼1

The successful packet transmission time for node i with actual data rate rx can be represented by T si ð‘i ; rx Þ ¼ r‘xi þ T o (in
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unit of slots). Because we select the higher data rate in the
strategy set frx ; ry g with probability ci , the average transmission time, in the long run, can be expressed as

T si ð‘i ; r x ; ry ;

ci Þ ¼

T si ðr x ; r y Þ

‘i
‘i
¼ ð1  ci Þ þ ci þ T o :
rx
ry

ð23Þ

Assume that the frame size of all ﬂows are identical and ci
is ﬁxed, we rewrite the symbol T si ð‘i ; r x ; ry ; ci Þ as T si ðrx ; r y Þ in
a compact form. The average collision time T ci is assume to
be the longest transmission time of collided packets plus
SIFS and DIFS frame intervals if RTS/CTS is disabled. Following the methodology in [10], we obtain X j , the longterm throughput of node j without the CPT/CWA
mechanism,
Xj ¼

pd T slot

ps;j  ‘j
:
PM
PN
PN
þ i¼1 ps;i T si ðr4 ; r 6 Þ þ i¼Mþ1 ps;i T si ðr6 ; r8 Þ þ i¼1 pc;i T ci

Remark 2. One can observe that the ‘‘rate anomaly”
phenomenon in the probabilistic rate combination scheme.
A fast node (i.e. with large average data rate) has approximately the same throughput as a slow node.
When the CPT/CWA schemes are taken into consideration, the CPT burst packets can be regarded as the extended MAC frames after a successful MPDU
transmission. The average successful transmission time
using fr4 ; r6 g and fr 6 ; r 8 g can be calculated by,

T 0 si ðr 4 ; r6 Þ ¼ ð1  ci Þð‘i =r 4 þ T o Þ þ ð2ci ‘i =r6 þ T o Þ
¼ ‘i =r 4 þ T o ;

ð24Þ

T 0 si ðr 6 ; r8 Þ ¼ ð1  ci Þð2‘i =r 6 þ T o Þ þ ci ð3‘i =r 8 þ T o Þ
¼ ‘i =r 4 þ T o :

¼

0s
i¼1 ps;i T i ðr 4 ; r 6 Þ þ

pd T slot þ

PN

pd T slot þ

PN

ps;j  ‘j ð2 þ cj Þ

i¼1 ps;i ð‘i =r 4

þ ToÞ þ

PN

c
i¼1 pc;i T i

ps;j  ‘j  ½r 6 ð1  cj Þ þ r8 cj 

¼
PN
P
pd T slot þ i¼1 ps;i ð‘i =r 4 þ T o Þ þ Ni¼1 pc;i T ci r 4
ps;j  ‘j  xj
 :
¼
PN
P
pd T slot þ i¼1 ps;i ð‘i =r 4 þ T o Þ þ Ni¼1 pc;i T ci r 4
ð27Þ
Authors in [9] have shown that the successful transmission
probability of a node is decided by the average contention
window vector b in a single-cell. That is, the pd , ps;i , pc;i are
independent of PHY rates. Consider two nodes l and v0
1þc
X
using rate set fr 4 ; r 6 g, their throughput ratio Xlv ¼ 1þcl0
v
according to Eqs. (26) and (27). Because r 6 is twice that
0
of r4 , the average data rates have xl ¼ ð1 þ cl Þr4 and
xv ¼ ð1 þ c0v Þr4 , which are derived from Eq. (21). Therefore,
the throughput ratio of two nodes is exactly their average
X
x
data rate ratio, i.e. Xlv :¼ xlv . Similarly, if node v switches to
X
x
the rate set fr6 ; r8 g, we also have Xlv :¼ xlv . One can also ﬁnd
that the above result holds for any rate combination when
using the CPT/CWA parameters in Table 3.
Remark 3. Using the CPT/CWA scheme, we can make pernode throughput proportional to their physical data rates.
In the energy efﬁcient rate adaptation system, a node
transmitting at a higher data rate obtains higher throughput. Therefore, each node has the incentive to adapt data
rate so as to satisfy its trafﬁc demand.

4. Non-cooperative rate adaptation

ps;j  ‘j ð1 þ cj Þ
PN
PN
0s
c
i¼Mþ1 ps;i T i ðr 6 ; r 8 Þ þ
i¼1 pc;i T i

PM

¼

0s
i¼1 ps;i T i ðr 4 ; r 6 Þ

ð25Þ

With consecutive transmission, collision mainly happens
in the ﬁrst packet. When the maximum number of MAC retries is reached, the 802.11 MAC will cancel the consecutive transmission. The collision time is thus equivalent to
the transmission time of one MAC frame. Therefore, we obtain the throughput of node j; ð1 6 j 6 MÞ if it chooses the
hybrid rate scheme fr 4 ; r 6 g; X j ¼

pd T slot þ

pd T slot þ

ps;j  ‘j ð2 þ cj Þ
P
P
þ Ni¼Mþ1 ps;i T 0 si ðr 6 ; r 8 Þ þ Ni¼1 pc;i T ci

PM

ps;j  ‘j ð1 þ cj Þ

i¼1 ps;i ð‘i =r 4

þ ToÞ þ

PN

c
i¼1 pc;i T i

ps;j  ‘j ð1 þ cj Þr 4


¼
P
P
pd T slot þ Ni¼1 ps;i ð‘i =r4 þ T o Þ þ Ni¼1 pc;i T ci r4
ps;j  ‘j  xj
 :
¼
PN
P
pd T slot þ i¼1 ps;i ð‘i =r4 þ T o Þ þ Ni¼1 pc;i T ci r4
ð26Þ
If the node j chooses the hybrid rate scheme fr6 ; r8 g instead, the throughput expression of node j is computed
by X j ¼

In this section, we present a non-cooperative rate combination scheme to reduce power consumption in wireless
networks. The basic idea is to use queue length based controller to adjust combination strategy and transmit probability. The underline principle is that the change of average
interface queue (IFQ) length reﬂects the rate difference between trafﬁc demand and throughput. We model the noncooperative rate adaptation as a feedback control system
and prove its stability.
4.1. Main idea
The main idea of non-cooperative rate combination
scheme is as follows: when the trafﬁc loading is greater
than the node throughput, queue will be built up in the
buffer. If the queue size is large, the 802.11 MAC can select
a higher probability to transmit data frames consecutively
using high data rates. Otherwise, the MAC layer will choose
a larger probability to transmit with low data rates. The
proposed method is inspired by the active queue management (AQM) mechanism in the wired Internet such as the
random early detection (RED) [11] algorithm. The key difference is that the AQMs control the source sending rates,
while our scheme adjusts the link bandwidth.
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The 802.11 MAC layer adopts a low-pass ﬁlter to calculate the average queue size. Hence, the short-term increases in the queue size that result from bursty trafﬁc or
from transient MAC layer congestion do not result in a signiﬁcant increase in the average queue size. The average
 can be represented by
queue length q

ððk þ 1ÞdÞ ¼ ð1  xÞq
ðkdÞ þ xqððk þ 1ÞdÞ;
q

ð28Þ

where qððk þ 1ÞdÞ is the sampled instantaneous queue
length. The EWMA parameter, x 2 [1], determines the
time constant of the low-pass ﬁlter. The transmission
probability c is computed by comparing the average queue
length with two thresholds: a minimum threshold and a
maximum threshold. When the average queue size is less
than the minimum threshold and the incoming rate is no
larger than the average throughput, the MAC layer
switches the combination scheme to a strategy set of lower
rates. When the average queue size is greater than the
maximum threshold and the average trafﬁc demand is also
larger than the average throughput, the 802.11 MAC upgrades to the rate combination scheme with higher rates.
To avoid ﬂuctuation of switching behavior, we introduce
a freeze timer so that consecutive switchings are not allowed in a short time interval.
Next, we explain the non-cooperative scheme to determine the transmission probability c when the combination
scheme is ﬁxed. Consider the current rate combination
scheme frx ; r y g where r y r x , we obtain the transmission
probability of using data rate r y as,

c¼

8
>
<0

ðkdÞqmin
q
> qmax qmin

:

1

ðkdÞ 6 qmin ;
if q
ðkdÞ 6 qmax ;
if qmin 6 q

ð29Þ

ðkdÞ P qmax :
if q

Mathematically, this queue length based rate combination
scheme corresponds to a proportional controller plus low is also illuspass ﬁlter. This relationship between c and q
trated in Fig. 4. In terms of the choice of thresholds qmin
and qmax , we consider the tradeoff between packet delay
and smooth change of c. In here, qmin and qmax are set to
be 5 and 25, respectively. For the delay-guarantee design,
we can replace this proportional controller by a proportional-integral controller in order to maintain the average
queue length around the expected value. The non-cooperative rate combination algorithm is also illustrated in
Fig. 5.

γ
1

NonCoop QueueControl()
1: Measure Instantaneous Queue Length Q(t+1);
2: Measure Average Incoming Traffic Rate C(t+1)
and average throughput T (t);
3: Qave (t + 1) = (1 − ω)Qave (t) + ωQ(t + 1)
4: If (Qave (t + 1) < Qmin && C(t + 1) T (t))
5:
Switch to a Strategy with Lower Rate Combination;
6:
Freeze the switching for t f z seconds;
7: Else If (Qave (t + 1) Qmax && C(t 1) T (t))
8:
Switch to a Strategy with Higher Rate Combination;
9:
Freeze the switching for t f z seconds;
10: Else
(t 1)−Qmin
11: γ = Qave
Qmax Qmin
12:
Limit γ within the range [0, 1];
13: End if
14: Transmit using CPT+CWA
Fig. 5. Algorithm speciﬁcation.

4.2. Stability analysis
In this subsection, we prove the stability of this proportional controller plus low-pass ﬁlter. The average probabilities in the collision, idle backoff and the successful
transmission stages depend on contention window size
of the users. Because the binary exponential backoff
parameters at r 4 ; r 6 and r8 are identical, each user has exactly the same ps;i ; pd and pc;i . According to the expressions
of throughput in Eqs. (26) and (27), each user’s effective
throughput is proportional to its average transmit rate.
We made an additional assumption in order to simplify
our analysis: (A5). The packet collisions, the exponential
backoff scheme as well as the PHY/MAC overheads are
not considered in the throughput model Eqs. (26) and
(27), e.g. pd , pc;i and T o are all zero. Note that this assumption is reasonable because the packet collision probability,
backoff mechanism and the PHY/MAC overheads are independent of the physical data rates. Thus, a node’s throughput is equivalent to the data rate over the number of active
nodes. Without assumption (A5), the throughput in Eqs.
(26) and (27) are still linear functions with respect to the
average data rate. The difference only lies in that the proportional coefﬁcient is smaller than the one (i.e.N1 ) with
(A5). To analyze this system, we consider a WLAN or a single-cell ad hoc network via ﬂuid approximation. Therefore,
network variables (e.g. queue length, throughput, data
rate) are not discrete parameters, but rather, continuous
functions of time.
Under the CPT/CWA scheme, the normalized airtimes of
all saturated clients are the same (i.e. N1 where N is reused
here to denote the number of clients in a cell). Based on
the assumption A5, the throughput T n ðxn Þ of a client node
can be expressed by,

T n ðxn ðtÞÞ :¼ xn ðtÞ=N:

ð30Þ

The dynamic of instantaneous IFQ length can be described
by,

0 q
min

q max

q lim it

Fig. 4. Transmission rate controller.

q avg

8

>
< ½C n  T n ðxn ðtÞÞ
q_ n ðtÞ ¼ C n  T n ðxn ðtÞÞ
>
:
C n  T n ðxn ðtÞÞþ

if qn ðtÞ ¼ qmax ;
if 0 6 qn ðtÞ 6 qmax ;
if qn ¼ 0;

ð31Þ
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where q_ n ðtÞ denotes @qn ðtÞ=@t½þ , represents the function
maxð; 0Þ, and ½ represents the function minð; 0Þ. Similar
to the method used in [12], we convert the Eq. (28) into
a differential equation. A natural candidate is,

GðsÞ ¼


dq
ðtÞ þ BqðtÞ:
¼ Aq
dt

ð32Þ

Z

t kþ1

eAðtkþ1 sÞ Bdsqðt k Þ:

ð33Þ

tk

Comparing Eq. (33) with Eq. (28), we obtain

A ¼ B ¼

loge ð1  xÞ
:
d

ð34Þ

Therefore, one can use the following differential equation
to describe the behavior of EWMA queue length,

n ðtÞ loge ð1  xÞ
dq
loge ð1  xÞ
n ðtÞ 
q
¼
qn ðtÞ:
dt
d
d

ð35Þ

Combining Eqs. (21), (30), (31) and (35) together, we obtain the single input single output (SISO) system dynamics
of the non-cooperative rate combination scheme with CPT/
CWA,

dqn ðtÞ=dt ¼ C n  xn ðtÞ=N;
Eq. (35),

n ðtÞ  qmin
q
;
qmax  qmin
xn ðtÞ ¼ c0n ðtÞr j þ ð1  c0n ðtÞÞr i :

c0n ðtÞ ¼

ð36Þ

In the ﬂuid model, we regard the rate combination strategy
to be ﬁxed, and do not consider the switching effect of
strategies. The reason is that the switching decision is
strictly conﬁned by three strong conditions: (1) the average queue length is greater than qmax or smaller than
qmin ; (2) the average incoming rate is no larger than or no
less than the throughput; (3) consecutive switchings are
not allowed in a short time interval. According to the above
analysis, this ﬂuid model is composed of linear differential
equations, in which control theory can be introduced for
performance evaluation. Consequently, we obtain insight
of the feedback control system around operating points directly. An operating point is deﬁned as a system state
where the system differential equations are all zero. That
is, xn ¼ C n =N; qn and c0
n can be calculated correspondingly.
’
~0n ),
We deﬁne linearized operating point to be (~
xn ; qn ; c
where

~xn ¼ xn  x ;

’

n  q
n ;
qn ¼ q

c~0n ¼ c0n  c0n :

rj  ri
1

Nðqmax  qmin Þ sðs=K þ 1Þ

ð37Þ

xÞ
where K is  loge ð1
. Clearly one can see that K is greater
d
than 0. Let the number of nodes, N, be within the range

þ
g and the trafﬁc load of node n is within the range
fN
x ; N
min xmax
;
Mbps, the close loop system is stable due to that
N
N
both poles have negative real parts. Formally, we have the
following proposition.

Proposition 3. The open loop linear feedback system in Eq.
(37) with unit negative feedback is stable for all N 2 fN  ; N þ g


xmax
and xn 2 xmin
N ; N .
When the trafﬁc demands of nodes m; ðm 2 f1; 2; . . . MgÞ
are small enough so that they are not saturated even using
the lowest rate xmin in their available combination set, the
throughput of a saturated node n; n 2 fM þ 1; . . . ; Ng can be
calculated by

T n ðxn ðtÞÞ ¼



P
xn ðtÞ 1  M
m¼1 C m =xmin

ð38Þ

NM

Similarly, we can also prove the stability for the saturated
nodes whose trafﬁc loads are within the feasible rate
region.
If the packets are transmitted without CPT or CWA, the
throughput of all saturated nodes are almost the same, that
is

T n ðxn ðtÞÞ :¼

1
:
1=x1 ðtÞ þ 1=x2 ðtÞ þ    þ 1=xN ðtÞ
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Fig. 6. Feedback control system block.

ð39Þ

Suppose there are N client nodes in a WLAN whose demands satisfy C 1 < C 2 <    < C n <    < C N . If the demand
C 1 is less than xmin =N, the node 1 can transmit using data


; xmax
rate xmin . If the demand C 1 is within the range xmin
,
N
N
we assume that the node 1 transmits using data rate
x1 ; ðx1 > xmin Þ. This means that node 1 has backlogged
packets in the interface queue. Thus, the throughput of
nodes 2; 3; . . . N are less than their trafﬁc demands. Only
when the node 1 transmits using xmin and is unsaturated,
the demands of remained nodes are likely to be served.
The overriding disadvantage of rate combination scheme
without CPT/CWA lies in that it drastically reduces the
maximum throughput of a wireless network.

Average Queue Length (pkts)

ðt kþ1 Þ is given by
In a sample control system, q

ðt kþ1 Þ ¼ eAðtkþ1 tk Þ qðt k Þ 
q

Using Laplace transformation, we obtain the frequency domain feedback control system block in Fig. 6.
The open loop transfer function is expressed as

Fig. 7. Single link: avg. queue vs. sampling time.
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Fig. 10. Two links: rate prob. vs. sampling time.

Fig. 8. Single link: rate prob. vs. sampling time.

4.3. Numerical examples
We illustrate the proposed non-cooperative algorithm
through two representative numerical examples. The ﬁrst
one focues on the dynamic behavior of queue length and
the probability of a single transmitting node, and the second one is on the interaction of two contending nodes with
unequal trafﬁc loads.
In the ﬁrst experiment, the packet arrival rate follows
the Poisson distribution with an average of 3000 packet/s
and the packet length is 1000 bytes. The exponential
weighting parameter x is set to be 0.25 and the sampling
interval is 0.01 s. The maximum and minimum queue
thresholds are set to be 25 and 5 packets by considering
the tradeoff between sensitivity and robustness. Figs. 7
and 8 show that the queue length and probability c quickly
converge to the equilibrium points. In the second numerical experiment, we set the average trafﬁc demands to be
1800 packet/s and 1600 packet/s, respectively. The dynamics of average queue lengths and the probabilities are demonstrated in Figs. 9 and 10. To sum up, the proposed
control system is not only stable, but also converges very
fast in representative scenarios.
5. Performance evaluation
In this section, we evaluate both the dynamic performance and the energy efﬁciency of our proposal via ns2
simulations. Because standard 802.11 devices usually
transmit using the highest achievable rate i.e. 54 Mbps,
we compare our proposal with 802.11 standard whose
transmission power is chosen to be the minimum value

Average Queue Length (pkts)

400

Sampling Intervals

Sampling Intervals

of sustaining 54 Mbps data rate. The antenna gains of
transmitters and receivers are all set to 1. The thermal
noise is 174 dbm/Hz and the bandwidth is 20 MHz. The
path loss exponent is set to 3.1 in indoor environments
according to the ITU recommendation. Other signal attenuations such as bricks and walls are 5 dB. The maximum
power of a transmitter is set to 1000 mW. The PHY parameters of 802.11a/h are chosen to be the same as those in
Kim et al. [6]. In the proposed non-cooperative rate adaptation algorithm, we conﬁgure the system parameters as
follows. The min and max thresholds are set to 5 packets
and 25 packets, respectively. The incoming ﬂow rate is
sampled every one second and the queue length is measured in a much smaller time interval (0.005 s as default).
The freeze time interval is 0.05 s, which is merely to avoid
consecutive switching between the combination strategies. The conﬁgurations of these timers work ﬁne when
the trafﬁc measurement interval is the largest and the
queue monitor interval is the smallest. The payload size
of a ﬂow is set to 1000 Bytes if it is not speciﬁed. In summary, the system parameters are listed in Table 4 as below.
5.1. Dynamic behavior of probabilistic rate combination
We evaluate the IFQ dynamics of two competing client
nodes in this experiment. The average queue lengths of
two sending nodes are shown in Fig. 11 when the trafﬁc
loads are both set to 8 Mbps. Because the loads are the
same, the average queue lengths also ﬂuctuate around almost the same value. Fig. 12 evaluates the queue dynamics
of two transmitting nodes when ﬂow 1 has a demand of
6 Mbps and ﬂow 2 has a demand of 10 Mbps. Both of the
nodes choose the combination strategy {18,36} Mbps.
Thus, the average queue length of ﬂow 2 is larger than that
of ﬂow 1.

25
Qave1
Qave2

20
15

Table 4
Parameter table.

10

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Pathloss factor
Thermal noise
Other attenu.
Min threshold
Payload size
Buffer size
Measure intv.

3.1
174 dbm/Hz
5 dB
5 pkts
1000 bytes
100 pkts
1s

Antenna gains
Bandwidth
Max trans. power
Max threshold
Queue monitor intv.
EWMA parameter
Freeze intv.

1
20 MHz
1W
25 pkts
0.005 s
0.25
0.05 s

5
0

0

200

400
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800

Sampling Intervals
Fig. 9. Two links: avg. queue vs. sampling time.
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Fig. 13. Total energy expenditure with info. cheating.
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Fig. 12. Queue dynamics of heterogeneous ﬂows.
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Fig. 14. Energy expenditure of the ﬁrst transmitter.

Energy Consumption of Link 2 (mW)

5.2. Distributed algorithm vs. centralized algorithm
The energy efﬁciency problem can also be solved when
the full information such as airtime and energy expenditure are available at each transmitter. By exhaustive search
over the feasible data rates, one can identify the optimal
transmission strategy. The centralized scheme requires
the transmitters to collect the complete airtime and energy
consumption information. Therefore, the centralized
scheme has better energy gains than the our distributed
algorithm in general. However, it is not easy to ﬁnd the
optimal transmission probability due to packet losses and
computational complexity. The centralized scheme without probabilistic rate combination is usually worse than
the proposed algorithm, even performs very poor in the
presence of information cheating. We employ a simple
experiment to validate our claim. Consider a wireless network composed of two transmission pairs, each of which
has a trafﬁc load of 8.5 Mbps. The hop distance of link 1
is 30 m and that of link 2 increases from 20 m to 40 m.
For fair comparison, we only calculate the power consumption of the transmitters because the energy of a receiver is
independent of its transmitter. According to the previous
analysis, the efﬁcient rate set is {18,36,54} Mbps. In each
packet transmission, the percentage of payload airtime is
around 79% for 18 Mbps, 65% for 36 Mbps and 55% for
54 Mbps. To transmit 8.5 Mbps for a link, the needed airtime is 0.64 s for 18 Mbps, 0.41 s for 36 Mbps and 0.33 s
for 54 Mbps in one second. Hence, there are three efﬁcient
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Link 1 Cheat
Link 2 Cheat
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Noncooperative
Opt. Fixed Rates
Link 1 Cheat
Link 2 Cheat
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20
15
10
5
0
20

25

30

35

40

Distance of Link 2 (m)
Fig. 15. Energy expenditure of the second transmitter.

rate combination strategies: {18,54} Mbps, {54,18} Mbps
and {36,36} Mbps. We compare the optimal ﬁxed-rate
combination scheme with the probabilistic rate combination scheme in Figs. 13–15. When the hop distance of link
2 increases from 20 m to 40 m, the optimal ﬁxed-rate combinations are chosen to be {18,54}, {36,36}, {36,36}, {36,36}
and {54,18}. One can see in Fig. 13 that the proposed
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100

Total Power Consumption (mW)

scheme has smaller energy expenditures than the optimal
ﬁxed-rate combination scheme. The individual energy consumptions of link 1 and 2 are also illustrated in Figs. 14 and
15. Because the centralized scheme relies on the information exchange between link 1 and 2, they can forge the values of energy expenditure. For example, link 1 cheats link 2
by reporting an arbitrarily large energy. Hence, link 2
transmits using 54 Mbps, no matter what the path loss is,
while link 1 adopts 18 Mbps to reduce its energy expenditure. Figs. 13 and 15 show that the information cheating
causes energy waste, especially when the hop distance of
link 2 is large. Similarly, if link 2 reports fake information,
it can greatly conserve energy when the hop distance is
less than 40 m. If both links cheat each other, the ﬁxed-rate
combination scheme might be {36,36} Mbps, which still
causes energy waste.

Noncooperative
802p11 54Mbps, 16.02dB
802p11 54Mbps, 21.02dB
802p11 54Mbps, 24.56dB
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Traffic Demands (Mbps)
Fig. 17. Comparison of total energy consumption.

5.3. Energy expenditure vs. trafﬁc loads
We evaluate power consumption of the proposed
method in a single-cell ad hoc network with three transmission pairs. All of them have the same trafﬁc demands
and the hop distances are set to 25 m uniformly. We
compare the energy consumptions of our proposal with
the scheme that always uses 54 Mbps for data packets.
As mentioned earlier, the energy consumption is composed of two parts, one is that of payloads, the other is
that of overheads. To highlight their difference, we evaluate the energy consumptions of payloads and whole
packets separately. Fig. 16 shows the payload energy
expenditure of the proposed algorithm and the 54 Mbps
scheme. When the trafﬁc demands are small, the proposed algorithm can signiﬁcantly reduce power consumption. Provided the trafﬁc demand of a node in the
range [0.5, 4] Mbps, the 54 Mbps scheme results in over
700% energy expenditures than the non-cooperative rate
adaptation algorithm. If the trafﬁc demand is further increased, the energy gain shrinks until 1. This is to say,
when the trafﬁc demands are large enough, the proposed
algorithm enables 802.11 MAC to transmit using 54 Mbps
data rate.
We measure the energy consumption of payloads and
overheads for both transmitters and receivers in Fig. 17.

The rate of overheads is 6 Mbps and the corresponding
SNR threshold is 6.02 dB. In the proposed algorithm,
the power level of PHY/MAC overheads are 3 dB (or
twice) higher than the minimum required one (i.e.
6.02 dB). When the trafﬁc loads are very heavy, the
overheads merely consume less than 3% of total energy.
For the 54 Mbps scheme, we set three different overhead
power levels that have SNRs of 16.02 dB, 21.02 dB and
24.56 dB in the receiver, respectively. Note that if the
SNR of overheads is 24.56 dB, their transmission power
is the same as that of payloads. Because the overheads
occupy about 20–40% of total airtime, high power leads
to vast energy waste. One can see that the 54 Mbps
scheme consumes much more energy than the proposed
scheme, even when the trafﬁc demands are large
enough.
5.4. Energy expenditure in random scenarios
In this subsection, we validate the proposed algorithm
in two type of random scenarios. Ten set of experiments
are conducted within each scenario, and there are eight

Random Traffic Loads [0.5~3]Mbps
35

Payload Power Consumption (mW)

Payload Power Consumption (mW)
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Fig. 16. Comparison of payload energy consumption.
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Fig. 18. Payload energy consumption in random scenarios.
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Total Power Consumption (mW)
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energy consumptions of the proposed algorithm and the
54 Mbps scheme are compared in Fig. 18. The energy gains
range from 209% to 600% in these ten different trafﬁc patterns. When the overheads are taken into consideration,
the proposed algorithm can further reduce energy expenditure, which is demonstrated in Fig. 19.
Next, we evaluate the energy expenditure of nodes that
are randomly distributed in the sites [5,40] m away from
the access point and have trafﬁc loads in the range
[0.5,4] Mbps. Similar to the preceding experiments, we record the payload energy consumption and the total energy
consumption in Figs. 20 and 21, respectively. One can see
that the proposed scheme signiﬁcantly outperforms the
54 Mbps scheme even when wireless nodes are randomly
distributed in a WLAN or ad hoc network.

Fig. 19. Total energy consumption in random scenarios.

transmission pairs in every experiment. In the ﬁrst type,
we test 10 sets of eight randomly generated trafﬁc demands that are within the range [0.5 Mbps, 3 Mbps]. The
hop distances of all transmission pairs are all 30 m and
the payload lengths are 1480 bytes uniformly. The payload
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Fig. 20. Payload energy consumption in random scenarios.
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Fig. 21. Total energy consumption in random scenarios.
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6. Related work
Previous energy efﬁcient mechanisms focus on saving
battery power by putting the wireless node in an idle state
and there have been number of proposals in this direction.
Transmission power control (TPC) is recognized as one of
the most effective ways to reduce power consumption in
802.11 multi-rate wireless networks. Generally, the TPC
and the physical rate adaptation are designed jointly to
maximize link throughput and reduce power consumption.
Here, we review two important algorithms that are closely
related to our work.
Miser [4] computes an optimal rate-power conﬁguration table in an ofﬂine mode, and then at runtime, a wireless station determines the most energy efﬁcient
transmission strategy for each data frame by a simple table
lookup. But the rate-power strategy is only designed for
saturated trafﬁc, which is not applicable for dynamic trafﬁc
demands in a realistic wireless network. Another problem
is that Miser algorithm needs a priori knowledge of the
number of competing nodes.
Cooperative rate adaptation scheme (CRA) [5] is initially
developed to save energy for a given trafﬁc pattern in
802.11 multi-rate multi-hop ad hoc networks. It is an
interesting work that targets at the energy conservation
problem for a ﬁxed trafﬁc pattern. Under the CRA, each
node exchanges the needed channel airtime of all rate levels with those nodes within their maximum interference
range. However, CRA only considers the choice of data
rates in an ideal multi-hop networks and might encounter
following problems in realistic deployment: (1) It is difﬁcult to construct a conﬂict graph for an arbitrary ad hoc
network. In particular, different rate levels have very different interference ranges, the number of conﬂict graphs
would increase exponentially. If the conﬂict graph is not
correctly constructed, either the trafﬁc demand might not
be satisﬁed or the battery energy might be wasted. (2)
The information exchange of required airtime uses the
maximum transmission power and the lowest data rate
in order to guarantee successful reception. Furthermore,
the self-centric wireless nodes are inclined to exaggerate
their energy expenditure so as to minimize the individual
consumption. (3) The required airtime does not include
the airtime wasted in packet collisions due to simulta-
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neous transmission. Our paper can be regarded as a distributed approach to solve a similar problem in which each
user adjusts the transmit strategy on its own behalf.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we show that probabilistic rate combination can greatly reduce power consumption and at the
same time, is able to support a given trafﬁc demand. The
rate combination scheme is modeled as a non-convex optimization problem. We propose a non-cooperative rate
combination algorithm to reduce power consumption.
Each node adapts its rate strategy by observing the average
IFQ length. Due to the ‘‘rate anomaly” of multi-rate wireless network, the nodes with smaller trafﬁc demands have
no incentive to increase their data rates. We introduce a
joint consecutive packet transmission and contention window control to eliminate this problem. We also show the
stability of our proposed method and illustrate its effectiveness via extensive simulations.
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